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P. Jagannatha Aao 
He11c1, Geotechnlclll Er,..lgln.....,.IHI•dnlllllfl"" Dlvlllon, Cenlrll Road Raaaarcll 
........... New Delhi, lndl8 
The paper sets out the salient features concerning the failure of a retaining wall on a sloping ground. The retaining wall exper-
ienced a displacement of about l.Scm both in the downward and outward directions without experiencing any tilt or structural 
distress. The stability analysis of the slope on which the retaining wall was located, established that the failure was caused by 
inadequate drainage of the fUl resulting in a build up of pore pressures. Four more such retaining wall sections were also analysed. 
The remedial measures consist of providing adequate drainage using a geotextile - covered filter drain, use of light weight saw 
dust back fill to reduce the disturbing moments, in the case of the retaining wall that experienced movement. In the other sections, 
suitable regrading of the slope in front of the retaininst walls along with a slight reduction in the height of the backfill was 
found to be the most economical solution available. 
INTRODUCnON 
A large level area was required to be developed at a loca-
tion where the natural ground consists of a gently sloping 
hillside near sea shore. Five retaining walls, ranging in 
height from l to S meters, were built along the periphery 
of the area whose level was to be raised. These retaining 
walls are identified as PQ, QR, RS, ST and ru. Backfilling 
was started behind the retaining wall TU and soon reached 
the full height. Shortly thereafter, a heavy and sustained 
rainfall occurred for about l-4 days. During this period, 
the wall was noticed to be moving and over a period of 
four days, the total movement experienced by the wall 
was observed to be 1.6tm in lateral direction and l.Scm 
in the vertical direction. It was found that the displacements 
experienced by the retaining wall were of the rigid body 
type. The retaining waD did not undergo any structural 
damage. In the displaced position, the wall remained vertical 
with no tilt. 
In order to reduce the active earth pressure behind the 
retaining waD TU, action was initiated to remove the backfill 
• Surface drainage was also improved. The movement 
of the waD ceased following these measures. 
Fig. I shows the retaining waD TU in the displaced position. 
The other retaining waD sections, behind which no backfill 
was placed, are also seen in the same figure. 
Ill the following section, the causes for the displacement 
experienced by the retaining wall are brought out. Remedial 
measures to keep the regraded slope stable over entire 
area are also described. 
GEOTECHNICAL INVESnGA nONS 
Geotechnical investigations were conducted in two phases. 
In the first phase S boreholes were made in the vicinity 
of retaining waD TU. which had undergone displacement 
and the adjoining slope area. The results from these investi-
gations are summarised Table 1. 
FJ&. I General View of the Slape 










Fig.2. shows the stratification of soil in this area. A relati-
vely softer pocket of soil was found to be present in the 
slope area TU. 
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(A) CRITICAL CIRCLE FOR FAILURE 
OF SLOPE NEAR RETAINING WALL 
(B) CRITICAL CIRC~E FOR FAILURE 
OF LOWER SLOPE 
Fig.2, Soil Stratification and location of 
Critical Failure Surfaces. 
In the second phase, soil investigations were carried out 
in the slope area behind the retaining walls PQ, QR, RS, 
ST. The results from these investigations are summarised 
in Table 2. While soil type in both the areas is broadly 
similar i.e. sand-silt-clay mixture with some gravel, the 
gravel content was found to be relatively higher in this 
part of the slope. Accordingly a wider variation in the 
shear strength value was noticed. 
Table: 2 Subsoil Properties. 










PQ 3.0 30 12 0 41 
3.5 29 11 24 28 
2.0 35 15 10 11 
QR 2.0 41 18 10 27 
3.0 34 16 4 14 
3.1 36 15 16 14 
RS 2.0 34 15 0 18 
ST 2.0 58 29 0 20 
3.0 16 16 24 B 
RESULTS OF STABILITY ANALYSIS 
The stability of the slope containing the retaining walls 
was evaluated using Bishop's method of analysis. Computer 
programme developed at CRRI was utilised for this purpose. 
STABILITY OF SLOPE AREA TU. 
The profile used in stability analysis for this part of slope 
is shown in Fig.2. The results of stability analysis for 
varying piezometric levels are shown in Table. 1. 
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Table: 1. Restuls of Stability Analysis for Slope Area TU. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Fill Level Piezometric Level Factor of Safety 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
RL 99.0 m G.L. 0.98 
RL 99.0 m 0.5 m below GL. 1.19 
RL 99.0 m 1.0 m below GL 1.19 
RL 99.0 1.5 m below GL. 1.57 
RL 99.0 m 1.0 m below GL 2.11 
These results clearly bring out that the stability of the 
slope is highly sensitive to changes in peizom etric level 
and a rapid increase in the factor of safety occures when 
the water level goes down. The slope is likely to fail when 
the water table is at RL 99.0m i.e. at the top of the fill. 
As shown the critical failure surface is located just below 
the retaining wall and is tangential to the softer layer 
found in the region. 
It has been concluded on the basis of the above analysis 
and fie1d evidence that the natural slope on which the 
retaining wall was located, experienced failure along a 
circular surface. The primary cause of the failure is identi-
fied as overloading at the head of the slide due to fully 
saturated fill. As the soil mass experienced an outward 
movement, the retaining wall was also carried alongwith 
the moving soil mass. Since the rate of movement was 
slow, no structural damage or tilt had occured. It seems 
that the retaining wall has in all possibility slided along 
the failure surface and came to rest at the lower most 
position. This displacement has an outward and an downward 
component each of the order of about l.5m each. 
REMEDIAL MEASURES 
In order to keep the piezometric level low in the fill area 
inspite of long and sustained duration of rain storms, two 
rubble drains, one inclined and the second vertical are 
provided as shown in Fig. 3. The rubble drains are covered 
with permeable gee textile layer that would serve as a 
separation barrier. These drains are located such that 
they nearly form the boundary of the mass susceptible 
to failure. Thus the mass is kept in a well drained condition, 
thereby limiting the driving forces to a minimum. 
lJSE OF SAW DUST IN THE BACKFILL. 
Diriving forces can be reduced further by the use of saw 
dust as backfill. Saw dust was available as a waste product 
at the local timber mills. It is easy to com pact. It is pro-
tected against any changes in moisture content since an 
impermeable geomembrane has been provided as envelope. 
Further, in this area, temperature changes, both seasonal 
and deurnal, are limited in magnitude. The chances of 
saw dust decomposing are very minimal. · 
The factors of safety of the slope area TU. for different 
ambient conditions are given in table 4. 
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF AREAS PQ, QR, RS, ST. 
Stability analysis was carried out for the rest four sections 
viz. PQ, QR, RS, ST as well. The slope profiles are shown 
in Figs. lf,5,6 and 7. The factor of safety of these slope 
areas assu:n ing piezometric level to be at RL 99.0m are 
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(A) CRITICAL CIRCLE FOR FAILURE 
OF . SLOPE NEAR RETAINING WALL 
(B) CRITICAL CIRCLE FOR FAILURE 
OF LOWER SLOPE 
Fig.2, Soil Stratification and location of 
Ccitical Failure S\rlaces. 
In the second phase, soil investigations were carried out 
in the slope area behind the retaining walls PQ, QR, RS, 
ST. The results from these investigations are summarised 
in Table 2. While soil type in both the areas is broadly 
similar i.e •. sand-silt-clay mixture with some gravel, the 
gravel content was found to be relatively higher in this 
part of the slope. Accordingly a wider variation in the 
shear strength value was noticed. 
Table: 2 ~il PrOper-ties. 
-----------------










,PQ 1.0 10 12 .. 0 ~1 
1.5 29 11 2~ 2& 
2.0 u 15 10 11 
QR 2.0 41 1& 10 27 
1.0 1~ 16 ~ 1~ 
1.1 16 15 16 1~ 
RS 2.0 1~ 15 0 1& 
ST 2.0 5& 29 0 20 
1.0 16 16 24 H 
RESULTS OF STABILITY ANALYSIS 
The stability of the slope containing the retaining walls 
was evaluated using Bishop's method of analysis. Computer 
.programme developed at CRRI was utilised for this purpose. 
STABILITY OF SLOPE AREA TU. 
The profile used in stability analysis. for this part of slope 
is shown in Fig.2. The results of stability analysis for 
varying pieiom etric levels are shown in Table. 1. 
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Table: 1. Restuls of Stability Analysis for Slope Area ru. 
f:iii- Level----Pl;;;metrl;-L;vel ___ Fa""c:tor-~"f-5-;f;t;-
--------------------------------------------
RL 99.0 m G.L. 0.9& 
RL 99.0 m 0.5 m below GL. 1.19 
RL 99.0 m 1.0 m below GL 1.19 
RL 99.0 1.5 m below GL. 1.57 
RL 99.0 m 1.0 m below GL 2.11 
These results clearly bring out that the stability of the 
slope is highly sensitive to changes in peizom etric level 
and a rapid increase in the factor of safety occures when 
the water level goes down. The slope is likely to fail when 
the water table is at RL 99.0m i.e. at the top of the fill. 
As shown the critical failure surface is located just below 
the retaining wall and is tangential to the softer layer 
found in the region. 
It has been concluded on the basis of the above analysis 
and field evidence that the natural slope on wl:)ich the 
retaining wall was located, experienced failure along a 
circular surface. The primary cause of the failure is identi-
fied as overloading at the head of the slide due to fully 
saturated fill. As the soil mass experienced an outward 
movement, the retaining wall was also carried alongwith 
the moving soil mass. Since the rate of movement was 
slow, no structural damage or tilt had occured. It seems 
that the retaining wall has in all possibility slided along 
the failure surface and came to rest at the lower most 
position. This displacement has an outward and an downward 
component each of the order of about 1.5m each. 
REMEDIAL MEASURES 
In order to keep the piezometric level low in the fill area 
inspite of long and sustained duration of rain storms, two 
rubble drains, one inclined and the second vertical are 
provided as shown in Fig. 1. The rubble drains are covered 
with permeable geotextile layer that would serve as a 
separation barrier. These drains are located such that 
they nearly form the boundary of the mass susceptible 
to failure. Thus the mass is kept in a well drained condition, 
thereby limiting the driving. forces to a minimum. 
USE OF SAW DUST IN THE BACKFILL. 
Diriving forces can be reduced further by the use of saw 
dust as backfill. Saw dust was available as a waste product 
at the local timber mills. It is easy to compact. It is pro-
tected against any changes in moisture content since an 
impermeable geomembrane has been provided as envelope. 
Further, in this area, temperature changes, both seasonal 
and deurnal, are limited in magnitude. The chances of 
saw dust decomposing are very minimal. · 
The factors of safety of the slope area TU. for different 
ambient conditions are given in table ~. 
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF AREAS PQ, QR, RS, ST. 
Stability analysis was carried out for the rest four sections 
viz. PQ, QR, RS, ST as well. The slope profiles are shown 
in Figs. 4,5,6 and 7. The factor of safety of these slope 
areas assu:n ing piezometric level to be at RL 99.0m are 
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I. I m SOIL FILL. 
2. COMPACTED SAW DUST ENCAPSULATED 
IN IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE. 
( 2 LAYERS P. V.C. SHEETING) 
3. IMPERMEABLE P.V.C. SHEET OR GEOMEMBRANE. 
4, 6. RUBBLE FILTER DRAINS. 
5, 7. PERMEABLE GEOTEXTILE • 
8. COLLECTOR DRAIN WITH LONGITUDINAL SLOPE 
TO THE NATURAL NALLA. 
9. WEEPHOLES • 
R.L. 99•0 IS ASSUMED TO CORRESPOND TO THE 
· TOP OF THE RETAINING WALL IN THE 
PRESENT POSITION. 
Fig. 3. Remedial Measures. 
Table: 4. Factor of Safety of Slope area TU with Remedial 
Measures. 
Fill Level Piezometric 
98.2 rn G.L. 
98.2 m 0.5m below GL 
98.2 m !.Om below GL 
98.2 m !.5m below GL 












Table: .5. Factors of safety of Slope Areas PQ, QR, RS, 
ST. 
c'= 10 kPa, ;:, = 10° 












FIG·4""ETAINING WALL SECTION- P<l 
REMEDIAL MEASURES FOR SLOPE AREA PQ, QR, RS, 
"ST. 
Stability analysis have clearly shown that the slope is 
liable to fail when the backfill is fully saturated i.e. with 
piezometric level at the top of the fill. Simple and inexpen-
sive method of improving the stability of slopes by regulating 
the height of backfill has been onsidered the most feasible 
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FIG· 7>- R£TA1NlNG WALL SECTION- ST 
method of improving the overall slope stability for these 
areas. The factor of safety with different levels of the back-
fill proposed and addition of fill material in the front of 
the retaining wall (designated as lower slope) are summarised 
in table 6. Piezometric level is assumed to be at the top 
of the fill. 
Table: 6.Factors of Safety of Sections PQ, QR, RS, ST 
with Remedial Measures. 
Back fill Lower Slope Con-
figuration 
Factor of Sa~ 
Sections Sections 
PQ & QR RS & ST 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
RL 98.5 m 
RL 99.0 m 
Loweo Slope dressed 
to 15 and starts 
at RL 95.5 m of 
walls. 
Lower Slope dressed to 
15° and starts at RL 
96.0 m of walls. 
1.49 1.48 
!.50 1.50 
To ensure that the fill material is well drained, in addition 
to weep holes, a vertical rubble drain consisting of clean 
well graded gravel is provided between the backfill and 
the retaining wall with permeable geotextile fabric at the 
interface between rubble and the backfill. Additional provision 
s has been made for draining out the water collected in 
the gravel drain at levels below RL 95.5 m by providing 
a porous drain pipe running along the le:1gth of the retaining 
walls and discharging water so collected to a suitable natural 
outlet in the vicinity. 
CONCLUSION 
The mechanism by which the retaining wall resting on a 
gently sloping ground has experienced an outward and do·Nn-
ward displacement is analysed. Such type of failure as dis-
cussed in the paper where the retaining wall itself exper-
ienced no tilt or any structural damage but has undergone 
rigid body displacement has only been rarely reported in 
literature. 
Analysis have shown that the failure of the slope with the 
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backfill have occured due to the undissipated pore presure 
following heavy rains. In order to keep the slope and the 
retaining wall stable, adequ-a~e drainage me?-sures have 
been provided for. These consists of ~raded f~lte~ at :he 
back of the retaining wall singly or m combmat1on w1th 
inclined filter as shown in fig. '3. It has also been. found 
economical to ensure safety of th·e slope by resortm? . to 
appropriate regradation both at back and front of retammg 
wall. The proposed use of saw dust as backfill is yet a~other 
novel feature. Saw dust which is at present considered 
a waste material has been found to be a suitable light-weight 
fill material because of its good compactability and good 
shear strength. 
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